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EVOLUTION OF LIBERATION TIGERS OF TAMIL EELAM (LTTE) 

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Sri Lanka has always been known for her peaceful policies and active involvement in 

matters of world peace since its independence.  However, during the last thirty years, she has been 

drawing extra attention due to the separatist struggle with Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam 

(LTTE) or the Tamil Tigers. All attempts made by successive governments to enter into peace 

negotiation with the LTTE ended in failure, bringing the country closer to disaster as LTTE was 

never sincere in its approach for a negotiated settlement. In the military context, “LTTE leadership” 

and “Tamil Diaspora” were identified as centres of gravity of the LTTE organisation and the latter 

provided much needed propaganda, financial and logistic support for the LTTE organisation and its 

leadership to survive as one of the most ruthless terrorist organizations in the world for more than 

three decades. With the elimination of the LTTE leadership in May 2009, the military mighty of 

LTTE too was vanquished. However, the Diaspora factor and the LTTE International Network still 

largely remain intact posing a potential threat not only to Sri Lanka and the region but also to the 

peace and stability of the world at large.  

 

AIM 

 

2. Aim is to this paper is to analyse the evolution of LTTE International Network.  

 

TAMIL DIASPORA AND LTTE 

 

3. The aftermath of the communal disturbances of 1983 led Tamil people to seek political 

asylum in many Western and European countries and they soon established themselves as the 

Tamil Diaspora. The LTTE having identified this trend from the very inception, made every effort 

to gain control over the Tamil Diaspora in its efforts to establish the position that the LTTE was the 

sole representative of Tamils.  It is estimated that a little over 1 million Sri Lankan Tamils are 

living outside Sri Lanka at present and more than half of them are in Canada and UK. Most of the 

Tamil Diaspora members are reluctant to return to Sri Lanka mainly due to the benefits they are 

enjoying in the fields of social, economic and education spheres in the West. In most countries, the 

Tamil Diaspora has created a labour force and more importantly a vote bank for local politicians. 

This situation has been cleverly exploited by LTTE and Pro LTTE elements thus creating a 

conducive political environment and a funding base for them to strengthen their network.  It is also 

important to note that it is only less than 10% of the radicalised segments of Tamil Diaspora get 

actively involved in promoting LTTE interest whilst majority remains neutral. The Tamil Diaspora 

population is given below: 

 

 

Ser Country Tamil Diaspora 

1. Canada 380000 

2. UK 300000 

3. India 150000 

4. France 100000 

5. Germany   60000 

6. Switzerland 42000 

7. Australia 40000 

8. USA 35000 
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MANIVANNAN (CASTRO)                                                                     
HEAD OF LTTE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT BASED IN WANNI 

TAMIL REHABILITATION 

ORGANIZATION (TRO) 

LTTE OFFICES/ TAMIL COORDINATING 

COMMITTEE(TCC)  

OTHER LTTE FRONT 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Canada USA 

UK Norway  

France Italy 

Belgium Denmark  

Finland Sweden 

Switzerland Germany 

Netherlands Australia  

Malaysia New Zealand 

Sri Lanka South Africa 

WTCC - USA TCC -   South Africa 

CCTF- France TCC - Germany  

TCC-Norway TCC -  Netherlands  

TCC-Sweden TCC -  Australia  

TCC- New Zealand TCC -  Belgium 

 BTF - UK  

BTA - UK  

BTC - UK  

WTM - Canada  

WTCC – Switzerland 

SIVAPARAN @ NEDIYAWAN                                 
DEPUTY TO CASTRO BASED IN NORWAY 

ISA  - Europe  

IFT - Switzerland  

TYO - Europe 

9. Italy 23000 

10. Malaysia 20000 

11. Netherlands 15000 

12. Norway 12000 

13. Denmark 7000 

14. New Zealand    3000 

15. Sweden 2500 

16. Belgium             800  

17. Finland   700 

 

LTTE FRONT ORGANISATIONS 

 

4. Since the opening of the first LTTE Front organization in London in 1984, LTTE expanded 

its international network through establishing a number of Front Organisations across the globe in 

48 countries.  Initially, the LTTE International Secretariat functioned from London and Paris and 

subsequently shifted to Wanni in Sri Lanka in 2002. Since then, until its military defeat, the LTTE 

international activities were coordinated by Manivannan @ Castro, under direct supervision of the 

LTTE leader. Activities of LTTE Front Organisations could be broadly categorized into 

Fundraising, Procurement and Propaganda. Though their tasks invariably overlap, there is a 

significant autonomy of operation in each. As per records, 90% of the money collected overseas 

through its Front Organizations was utilized to strengthen its war coffers.  The Organisational Chart 

of key LTTE Front Organisation prior to its military defeat is given below: 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V PRABHAKARAN                             
(LTTE LEADER) 
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LTTE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOLLOWING ITS MILITARY DEFEAT IN 

MAY 2009 

 

5. Following the death of LTTE leader, Kumaran Patmanathan @ KP, former LTTE arms 

procurement chief, took over the control of LTTE International Network with the support of Pro 

LTTE Tamil intellectuals and emerged as the leader of LTTE in May 2009. However, Nediyawan, 

a hardcore follower of Castro who was the former head of LTTE international network challenged 

KP‟s leadership and this resulted in the formation of another faction in June 2009. Nediyawan was 

backed by many extremists and radical elements namely Jeychandran of Tamil Net, Fr (sic) 

Emmanuel of Global Tamil Forum (GTF) and some remnants of LTTE who managed to flee the 

country during the last stages of humanitarian operations in Sri Lanka. The key policy difference 

between these two factions is that the KP Faction declared they would continue their struggle 

through democratic means whilst Nediyawan declared that it was only by following Prabakaran‟s 

ideology and tactics that they could achieve their objectives so the latter becoming the more radical 

group. However, following the arrest of KP in August 2009, his key advisor, V Rudrakumaran, 

USA based LTTE activist and the international legal head of the LTTE, took over the leadership 

and continued to work towards concept of establishing the “Government in Exile”, in other words 

Provisional Transnational Government for Tamil Eelam (PTGTE) whilst Nediyawan continued to 

expand its network based on Prabakaran‟s ideology and tactics. Accordingly, former key LTTE 

Front Organizations and media groups too were divided in support of the two factions, while some 

of them decided to remain independent for different reasons. In the light of these developments, 

two more extremist groups, the GTF under Fr (sic) Emmanuel and a gang of ex-combatant / 

intelligence groups emerged in the early part of 2010. Against this backdrop, present LTTE / Pro 

LTTE international network could be broadly categorized into five groups namely Transnational 

Government of Tamil Eelam (TGTE), Tamil Eelam People‟s Assembly (TEPA) / Tamil National 

Council (TNC), GTF, British Tamil Forum (BTF) and Ex-combatant / intelligence group. Though 

role, tasks and policies of these groups invariably overlap, all of these groups are working for a 

common agenda of establishing a separate state for Tamils in Sri Lanka. It is also significant to note 

that some of these Front Organisations are being funded by “interested local parties” for different 

reasons. Present LTTE / Pro LTTE network is given below: 
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TGTE 

V RUDRAKUMARAN  

BTF 

FR. S. J. EMMANUEL  

TEPA / TNC 

 P SIVAPARAN @ NEDIYAWAN 

INTELLIGENCE / EX 

COMBATANTS GP 

VINAYAGAM @ ARIVALAGAN 

LTTE / PRO LTTE INTERNATIONAL NETWORK 

EX-COMBATANTS/  PRO LTTE 

ELEMENTS / PRO LTTE TAMIL 

POLITICAL PARTIES / INGOs                      

IN SRI LANKA 

GTF 

SUREN SURENDIRAN 

TAMIL POPULATION                        

IN  SRI LANKA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRANSNATIONAL GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL 

EELAM (TGTE) 

RUDRAKUMARAN FACTION 

 

6. The prime aim of establishing the TGTE is to lobby with Foreign Governments for the 

establishment of a separate state in the North and East of Sri Lanka. It has established offices in 

almost all European countries where the Tamil Diaspora is significant. Rudrakumaran has 

appointed a 14 member committee which consist of prominent Pro LTTE activists as an advisory 

group to study TGTE concept and in May 2010 the elections were held to elect 135 members.  The 

Tamil Diaspora did not respond positively to the TGTE elections as more than 85% refrained from 

voting. Subsequently, TGTE has held three sessions in USA in May, September 2010 and February 

201 where Rudrakumaran and 22 other elected activists were appointed respectively as Prime 

Minister and Ministers of so-called TGTE respectively. The latest development of this process is 

that 1/3 of the elected members of TGTE who are loyal to Nediyawan faction have revolt against 

the policies of Rudrakumaran and wanted to remain as an independent group. It would be 

interesting to see how Rudrakumaran will proceed with TGTE concept when 1/3 of his own elected 

members oppose him.  

 

TAMIL EELAM PEOPLES ASSEMBLY (TEPA) / TAMIL NATIONAL COUNCIL (TNC) 

NEDIYAWAN FACTION 

 

7. This organisation was inaugurated in June 2009 by Nediyawan based on the LTTE ideology 

and Thimpu Principles. The Nediyawan faction controlled most of former LTTE assets and Front 

Organisations that existed prior to the military defeat of the LTTE. Nediyawan is only a figure head 

of this organisation and it is actually controlled by a group of pro LTTE activists namely 

Jeyachandran @ Jeya, the Editor of TamilNet based in Norway, Senathirajah Jeyanandamurthy, a 

former Tamil National Alliance (TNA), Member of Parliament now based in UK and Thiruchelvam 

and Neru from Canada. Nediyawan faction also closely works with GTF and Suren Surendiran of 

BTF, in addition to maintaining close links with Vinayagam, an ex-senior intelligence cadre based 

in France. It is also to be noted that more than 350 Tamil schools that were functioning in Europe 

under LTTE patronage too have come under direct administration of Nediyawan loyalists. These 
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pro LTTE elements are making use of these schools extensively not only to inculcate Tamil 

national sentiments and hatred towards Sinhalese in the minds of 2
nd

  and 3
rd

 generation Tamils but 

also to promote  LTTE interests and raise funds to the organisation in a well organized manner.  In 

time to come with the influence of Nediyawan faction these schools will play a key role in getting 

Tamil youth to pursue LTTE ideology and extremism amongst Tamil Diaspora and continue its 

separatist struggle in Sri Lanka.  

 

GLOBAL TAMIL FORUM (GTF) 

FR. (SIC) S J EMMANUEL FACTION 

 

8. The GTF emerged in February 2010 following the initiative of BTF with the backing of 

local politicians to lobby for Eelam cause in the pretext of fighting for justice for alleged war 

crimes against Tamils. Fr. (sic) S J Emmanuel was selected to head the GTF due to his intellectual 

and religious background and his ability to reach the international community as a religious 

dignitary. It is a well known fact that Fr. Emmanuel is a Tamil extremist who has been engaged in a 

vicious propaganda campaign against the Sri Lankan Government targeting the Tamil expatriates, 

Foreign Governments and International Organisations for a long period of time. Once he was 

quoted describing Velupillai Prabakaran as „a freedom fighter who has given the leadership to a 

movement committed to setting up the homeland to Tamil Eelam so that oppressed Tamil people 

could be saved from the chauvinist Sinhala regime’ . The GTF with the backing of BTF managed to 

recruit some local politicians both from Labour and Consecutive Parties to lobby for them not only 

in the UK but also in EU, US Australia, Canada, India and International / Regional Organisations 

such as UN, NAM, and EU etc. The BTF Secretariat in London is also headed by Joan Ryan, 

former Labour MP.  Today, these local politicians play an active role behind these LTTE front 

organisations in organizing dialogues with Government Ministers, legislators, administrative 

Officers both in UK and outside thus playing a facilitating role for GTF and BTF to press its aims 

and objectives merely to gain political mileage for themselves. This situation has become a greater 

challenge to Sri Lanka in countering LTTE International Network and its separatist ideology.   

 

THE BRITISH TAMIL FORUM (BTF) 

SUREN SURENDIRAN FACTION  

 

9. The British Tamil Forum (BTF) is an umbrella organisation established in 2006 with the 

prime aim of mustering the support of Tamil community and local Politicians for the Eelam cause. 

The motive of this later action is to attempt to influence the political thinking of the British 

government in favour of LTTE interest, gain access to voter lists and target Tamil residents for 

extortion. Through this process the forum has gained certain recognition and appraisal from several 

Politicians and prominent figures in public life. Mass fundraising and propaganda events such as 

Awakening Tamils, Black July, public protests against Sri Lanka etc. in London have been 

organized by the BTF in coordination with other LTTE front organizations and certain local 

politicians, voicing strong support for self determination in the proposed state of Tamil Eelam.  The 

BTF is also closely working with GTF and all other factions that emerged following the death of 

LTTE leadership, in pursuing its objectives. Suren Surendiran who acts as spokesperson for both 

BTF and GTF plays a key role in pursuing aforesaid objectives. 

 

LTTE EX-COMBATANTS / CRIMINAL ELEMENTS 

VINAYAGAM FACTION 

 

10. This group consists of ex-LTTE combatants and criminal elements and started functioning 

from early 2010. Out of this group, Vinayagam, a very senior most intelligence cadre who managed 

to escape during the last stage of humanitarian operations, Achchudan, Samraj and Shankar who 
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operated overseas at the time of LTTE military defeat are reported to be active. At present, these 

individuals are operating independently and some of them are linked to Nediyawan and certain 

other LTTE Fronts Organisations. The latest case reported on the involvement of LTTE in human 

smuggling operations is the sending of two vessels, “Sun Sea” and “Ocean Lady” from South East 

Asia to Canada with refugees and ex-combatants in 2009 / 2010. They charged US $ 15 – 30 

thousands from each refugee. The LTTE also engaged in acts of sea piracy where the Sea Tigers 

hijacked a number of vessels in waters outside Sri Lanka in the past prior to its military defeat.  

Drug trafficking is another major source of income for the LTTE. Originally LTTE concentrated it 

drug smuggling operations in Bombay and thereafter it spread its tentacles all over Europe and into the 

Golden Triangle having established contacts with international drug dealers and criminal syndicates. 

This network is still reported to be active. It is important to note that these criminal elements of 

LTTE maintain a low profile and their public appearance / movements kept to a minimum as most 

of them have been issued with Red Notices by Interpol for their alleged involvements in criminal 

acts.   

 

LTTE / PRO LTTE MEDIA NETWORK 

 

11. Media is one of the main tools extensively used by LTTE to propagate its ideology and raise 

funds from Tamil Diaspora throughout its military struggle and even after its military defeat. To 

this end, LTTE maintained a number of TV and radio stations, websites and printing presses in 

most European capitals where the Tamil Diaspora is significant. Some of these establishments were 

also funded by outside parties for different reasons. The LTTE also maintained close links with 

certain international media establishments and journalists to promote its interests among Diaspora 

and International Community and some of them have come under regular payments by the LTTE 

and Front Organisations. Today, many LTTE / pro LTTE organisations extensively use “social 

networks” on the internet such as Facebook, e-mail, skype, blogs and web pages not only to 

circulate propaganda materials among different target audiences but also to organise signatory 

campaigns targeting Heads of States, International Organisations and other influential personalities 

and institutions to create public opinion against Sri Lankan Government in a well organised 

manner.  

 

LTTE FINANCE NETWORK 

 

12. As far as handling of LTTE finances are concerned, LTTE maintained an international 

financial network consisting of its own money exchange offices and couriers across the Europe to 

ensure that money collected are channelled to meet its war budget without being detected by 

authorities. Saana Chandran who is also known as Saana Group is responsible for running this 

financial network under the direct supervision of Castro. The income of LTTE during the period 

between 1993 and 2002 is estimated at US $ 50 – 75 million, annually. From 2002 to 2007, the 

annual income exceeded US $ 200 million.  The LTTE generates funds mainly from its Front 

Organistions as well through legal and illegal business ventures such as International Shipping 

Lines, Real Estates, Supermarkets, Filling Stations and also Drugs and human smuggling. The 

money collected was transferred mostly through “hawala” and in some cases through banking 

systems. During the last few years more than 10 LTTE suspects have been arrested in Europe and 

South East Asia in connection with money laundering offences. It has also been observed that since 

May 2009, the LTTE fundraising ability has decreased by 80%.  Despite the 80% reduction, the 

LTTE Front Organisations still managed to spend millions of dollars monthly to meet their 

functional expenses and organise various public events to mobilise the support of Diaspora and 

international community for its cause as well as to meet its legal expenses. It would be of interest to 

identify sources of funding of these Front Organisations and their motives as these funds are being 
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used not only to promote LTTE ideology and separatism but also to strengthen terrorist networks 

across the globe in the pretext of helping affected Tamils in Sri Lanka.  

 

WORLD RESPONSE 

 

13. The world response for the LTTE terrorism could be listed as follows: 

 

a. Proscription, Designation and Banning   Many countries / organization banned the 

LTTE and the details are given below: 

 

   (1) India proscribed the LTTE in 1992. 

   (2) The US listed the LTTE as a FTO in October 1997. 

   (3) The UK proscribed the LTTE in February 2001. 

   (4) UNSC listed the LTTE in UNSC Resolution 1612 (2005) for Child  

  Conscription. 

   (5) The UK de-listed the TRO from its Charity List in August 2005. 

  (6) Canada proscribed the LTTE in April 2006. 

   (7) The European Union listed the LTTE as an FTO in May 2006. 

   (8) The US proscribed the TRO in November 2007. 

 

 

 

b. Counter Terrorism Operations.   Counter Terrorism Operations by vavior countries 

are as follows: 

 

  (1) Arrest / prosecution of LTTE suspects who attempted to purchase arms from

  USA in 2007. 

   (2) Arrest / prosecution of 04 LTTE suspects in Australia in 2007. 

   (3) Arrest and deportation of an LTTE arms procurer from Indonesia to the USA 

  in 2007.  

   (4) Arrest / prosecution of 04 LTTE suspects in the UK in 2007 / 2008. 

  (5) Arrest / prosecution of 21 LTTE suspects in France in 2007 / 2009. 

  (6) Arrest / prosecution of 30 LTTE suspects in Italy in 2008. 

  (7) Arrest / prosecution of 06 LTTE suspects in the Netherlands in April 2010. 

  (8) Arrest / prosecution of 08 LTTE suspects in Germany in May 2010. 

  (9) Arrest / prosecution of 10 LTTE suspects in Switzerland in January 2011.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 

14. In analysing the LTTE activities during the three decades of the conflict, it is clear that the 

LTTE has shown different faces in the past in meeting its challenges in accordance with changing 

local and international political environment. The three decade long conflict had claimed more than 

75,000 human lives and destroyed the key infrastructure facilities thus bringing far reaching 

consequences to the political, economic and social stability of the nation. It would not have been 

possible for the LTTE to survive as a terrorist organization for such a long period, if not for the un-

hindered support received by its Front Organisations and radicalized segments of the Diaspora both 

in the terms of procurement, propaganda and fundraising. Unfortunately, today the same Front 

Organisations together with pro LTTE activists and less than 15% of the radicalized segments of 

Diaspora population who were largely responsible for destabilising the Island nation and helped to 

sustain the LTTE terrorist campaign over many years, are still engaged in carrying out same 

activities as they did in the past in the pretext of “safeguarding the rights of Tamils” and using the 
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human rights banner. These international developments has not only created an negative impact on 

ongoing reconciliation, rehabilitation and development work in the North and East but also may 

affect the relationship between the Sinhalese and Tamil communities in the country. These 

developments and LTTE‟s links and its interactions with many international criminal and terrorist 

groups in the past provide sufficient evidences to determine, how dangerous it could be, if the 

LTTE and its Front Organsiations were allowed to rebuild and strengthen their networks overseas 

in whatever forms it could. Finally, the sophistication of the LTTE and its impact on Sri Lanka and 

outside world should serve as a lesson to all Governments facing terrorism today including the 

countries those who are wittingly or unwittingly permitting their soil to be used to nurture or 

condone terrorism thus leaving us a fearful challenge for tomorrow.  


